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Discussing about neighbourhoods brings us to focus on specific 
combinations of “place and people”, that is what Robert Park defined (in 
1925) as “the essence” of the city.

But the definition of a neighbourhood is designing borders somehow 
distinguishing a part of the city from the rest (discrete/general, 
local/global).

And when we refer to neighbourhood-based policies, specific and 
positive discrimination is at work versus “universalism” and 
generalisation. 









I will refer to the concept of neighbourhood in a very pragmatical way, 
focusing on the USE of the neighbourhood that public policies made in 
Italy since the mid 90’s and discuss:

a. Implications of neighbourhood-based policies and discourse for urban planning and 
for social work.

b. Different approaches to “place and people” in the experiences of some 
neighbourhood-based policies developed in Italy.



1. No national urban policy: In Italy there is no tradition of nationwide 
policies targeting cities (like in F or GB...)
Since a decade, Regions and Cities became like “political testing grounds” of 
different modes of government and - eventually - laboratories for policy innovations 
in many fields

2. A clear-cut traditionally separates policies focused on places and 
those on people, between “material” and “immaterial” policies:
Urban planning in Italy mainly deals with urban space in the sense of actions 
intervening on the physical environment, with the focus of the local government 
very much on land-use, urban design and the management of property rights.
Policies focused on people have been developing an increasing bureaucratic 
attitude, with the organization of standardized services for categories of population 
that pay little attention to the contexts in which the people live.

Physical interventions tend to play a dominant role in urban regeneration



Italian policymakers have generally failed to take into account the 
systemic nature of urban problems, the way in which social and 
physical aspects are interrelated

This tradition of physical planning shows evident shortcomings in 
facing emerging social needs related for example to:

the ageing of the population
the regeneration of the existing housing stock
the provision of affordable housing in a post-fordist context with an insecure job 

market and consistent foreign immigration



Weak public policies on housing in the last 20 years, :
75% of Italian households own the flats they live in
20% are renting their flats on the private market
Public and social housing stock is 4-5%

Little regulation in the private rental market:
a general law regulating duration of contracts, rents are fixed by the market

Lack of affordable dwellings on the rental market for the lower and 
middle income groups

Few efforts in innovating management of existing public and 
social housing stock, no active role for tenants in public housing





Which are the main targets of neighbourhood programmes
in Italy?



A. PUBLIC HOUSING ESTATES

Mainly built in major cities of the North, after WW1 and after WW2
Solutions for enormous housing demand

cfr.labour migrants from southern Italy
Worked as “platforms” for 

cultural integration,
political socialisation,

After the mid ‘70s ‘solutions’ turned into ‘problems’:
bad mantainance and decrease of public investments
increasing concentration of multideprived households disfunctional in the new economy
no innovation, ineffective policies and management of social housing 









B. HISTORIC CENTRES

Dense urban structure.
Mixed in terms of population, activities.
Low standards, decaying of housing stock but good architectural qualities.
Moving out of middle income groups.
Fragmented property assetts / no investments on housing stock.
Since the mid 90’s, high proportions of foreign immigration.
Tradition of renewal focused at architectural conservation but some early 
experiences (Bologna in the 70’s) had introduced integrated and socially 
oriented Urban Renewal programs.









Arguments that made neighbourhood policies as a terrain of 
intensive experimentation are mainly related to the failures of 
traditional sector based policies:

Combat the ineffectiveness of sectoral policies integrating different 
fields of action (f.e. physical and social programs), different sources of 
funding, a plurality of institutions and actors (public and private).

Combat social exclusion “on site”: focusing policies and resources where 
disadvatage is concentrated.

Bring policies closer to the inhabitants and local actors.



Which were the instruments introduced for public action?



Funding (money)
Es. Neighbourhood contracts: selective allocation of resources through 
competitive bids for neighbourhood programs as a key to activate and 
involve local governments (What about Canton Ticino? ☺).

“Programs” instead of “Plans”
focus on objectives, time sheets and deadlines…

Responsible project leaders, in charge of each programme:
Introducing comprehensive and transversal responsibilities in the 
bureaucracy of municipalities.

Involvement of private and non profit groups 
in the support / management of neighborhood programs.



Torino: mainstreaming and exploiting national and EU-
funded neighbourhood programs: 

Focus on integrated urban regeneration

“Trieste ist anders”: neighbourhood-based policies from a 
different perspective:

Focus on innovating local welfare
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Although a national urban policy is missing, the city designed a
comprehensive urban policy. How?

Assuming that good urban planning is not enough: strong political 
committment to innovating public action and to developing urban policies.
A clear city-wide strategy and approach to urban regeneration.
A magpie attitude in learning from best practices (an active and effective 
use of city networks).
Combination of various programs and sources of funding (EU, National, 
Regional, Local, Private) in designing and pursuing a comprehensive 
regeneration policy.



Acting on people-and-places. How?

„Local development and citizen participation“ as key references for 
neighbourhood-based action
Combining multidepartmental cooperation at City and neighbourhood 
level.
Assuming that “non physical “actions make the difference (eg. Culture, 
history and identity of places).
Using action at neighbourhood level a lever to disveal the hell of sectoral 
policies and the perversions of bureaucracy.
Being „brave“ in addressing the most critical factors for effective job 
creation, social and economic development.
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(Current) learning processes (to be monitored!):

Economic development and job creation models from regional policies to the 
inner city: “local development agencies”.

Using experiences in Urban Regeneration programmes as learning ground 
for the innovation of sector-based public policies: for example housing 
policies and social policies for the mostly deprived groups.

Supporting and investing in the involvment of private or non profit 
organisation in urban policies and  but with a strong guidance by the City 
Administration (not simple short-term outsourcing).



Social citizenship at the core:

Friuli Venezia Giulia and Trieste as political laboratories for progressive 
policies targeted at social citizenship.

…and a pragmatic approach: 

bridging the gap between international declarations of principle and the 
reality at the local level. 



“From place of curing to taking care of places”

The experience of deinstitutionalisation: after the closure of the psychiatric hospital 
territorialisation: high quality health centres and homecare extensively 

developed in the city.

Although the Trieste Healthcare  system is public and very efficient, critical points: 
Social (and spatial) determinants of health inequalities,
Deprived people not reached by services lose their social citizenship’s rights. 
Increasing demand of long term care for chronic diseases.

Targeting a more effective, concrete integration among healthcare, social welfare, 
employment policies, social habitat and housing





Promoting health and bringing the organisation in their life contexts: 
the ‘Micro-areas’ pilot project 

Micro-neighbourhoods have been taped on the maps in order as “samples” in 
which to investigate the new rising social and health demands that are challenging 
Health policies.  

1000/3000 inhabitants.

Increasing local knowledge for systemic innovation. NO additional resources of 
funding were invested.

Reducing the use of medical care (less hospitals and drugs) in favour of social care 
(living at home and activating social relations)





The case of Piazzale Giarizzole

In 2003 the Health Agency staff started to knock on the doors, the people 
were surprised/afraid and did not even opened ( umbrella reach out)

A variety of activities started to develop and a flat was used to locate a 
detached space of the Health Agency: difficult to tell what it is: kitchen, 
nursery, living room, gym.

“Since you are here, we can”:  taking care of the spaces, planting roses and 
watering, organizing parties, staying out until late in the night













The contribution of micro-areas to health promotion was carefully 
monitored (2005-2008). Just to give a measure: hospitalisation was 
reduced of 9% and most of the reduction is concentrated on the elderly (65-
74 -16,2%; 75-84 - 16%; Over 80 -29,6%). The saving of public money 
which are made available for other uses is consistent.

The capability to aspire (Appadurai):
the requests of the inhabitants for a change in the organization of space
are  incredibly precise and qualified, far beyond the misery of stereotypical 
requests: space has to be changed to suit the incredible quality of the 
social organization which developed.



Torino and Trieste are well selected good practices. 3 questions to conclude: 

Is a strictly physical approach to neighbourhood development really 
overcome? If I look to new neighbourhoods being developed, I have doubts…

How much are cities (politics) ready to give credit and promote “non material”
(non visible) actions which are needed to investigate the rising issues in the 
contemporary city but do not give immediate visibility and reward to political 
action? I have doubts…

Moreover the “local”can become a trap if issues raised at the neighbourhood 
level are not fuel debate and discussion of more structural policies at higher level 
of government
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